
What can we Learn from the 
Cosmic Microwave 

Background



Layout of the Course

Feb 5:  Introduction / Overview / General Concepts
Feb 12:  Age of Universe / Distance Ladder / Hubble Constant
Feb 19: Distance Ladder / Hubble Constant / Distance Measures
Feb 26:   Distance Measures / SNe science / Baryonic Content
Mar 4:  Baryon Content / Dark Matter Content of Universe 
Mar 11: Cosmic Microwave Background
Mar 18: Cosmic Microwave Background / Large Scale Structure
Mar 25:  Baryon Acoustic Oscillations / Dark Energy / Clusters
Apr 1:  No Class
Apr 8: Clusters / Cosmic Shear
Apr 15: Dark Energy Missions / Review for Final Exam

May 13:  Final Exam

This Week



Will send around problem set 2
later today

Will be due by March 27



Review Material from Last Week



What is the matter composition of the universe?

Ωstars = 0.002

Ωcold gas, HI = 0.0003
Ωcold gas, molecular hydrogen = 0.0003
Ωionized hydrogen = 0.02

Baryonic Matter
One can determine ΩDM by 
measuring the ratio of the 
masses in baryons + DM in 

galaxy clusters

A) Measure mass in baryons by 
exploiting SZ effect.

B) Measure total mass in cluster 
using 3 different techniques:

1.  Use velocity dispersion (motion of 
galaxies in cluster)

2.  Measurement of gas profile 
(hydrostatic equilibrium)

3.   Model gravitational lensing of 
background sources

What is the evidence for 
dark matter?

Rotational Curves of Spiral Galaxies

Observations of Galaxy Cluster Collisions
Measurement of Masses for Galaxy 

Clusters
Peculiar Velocities of Galaxies in the 

Nearby Universe → Ωdark matter= 0.24

→ Ωbaryons= 0.04



Measured M/L ratios increase towards largest 
scales indicating the increasing importance of 

dark matter on large scales:

     Solar Neighborhood:       M/L = 1

      
Universe:    M/L =  ~ 200 

(M/L)cluster ~ 100-200 Msolar/Lsolar

(M/L)galaxy ~ 10-20 Msolar/Lsolar



Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation

Inflation 

•! Under the inflation theory, the current observable universe began 
inside a small bubble which was causally connected 

•! From t~10-32 sec onward the universe follows the “standard Big 
Bang” model 

•! The inflationary epoch establishes the isotropy and homogeneity 
of the universe 

•! The exponential inflation in the scale factor, R, forces ! to be 
exactly 1.   

•! Similarly since the observable universe started from such a tiny 
volume, it was at one point causally connected which explains 
the horizon problem. 

•! Quantum fluctuations expanded to become density fluctuations 
that we see in CMB, seeds of large scale structure 

Cosmic Microwave Background 

•! First observed in 1964 by Penzias and Wilson 

•! The COBE (Cosmic Background Explorer) satellite 
was launched in 1989, turned off in 1993 
–! Measured the blackbody spectrum of the CMB 

–! Measured the dipole anisotropy that showed that the local 
group is moving 600 km/s relative to the CMB rest frame. 

–! Measured the fluctuations in the CMB down to angular scales 
of ~7°.  

–! The CMB is as far back as we can directly observe to the 
beginning of the universe.  The fluctuations that we see at 
recombination (z~1089, t=379,000 years) grow into the large 
scale structures that we observe today. 

–! By measuring the fluctuations in the CMB at even smaller 
scales, we can place strong constraints on many 
cosmological parameters. 

COBE, extremely smooth blackbody T=2.725 K 

Photons from the CMB have a 
spectral energy distribution which 

is almost a perfect black body.
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==> New Material 

What happened during the 
recombination epoch and 
how did it result in the 

cosmic microwave 
background?



(z > 1100)
< 380,000 years

(z < 1100)

> 380,000 years

Temperature 
> 3600 K

Temperature 
< 3600 K

Hydrogen neutral

Almost no free electrons

Photons unbound from 
plasma

Hydrogen ionized

Photons Thomson-scattering 
off of the ionized hydrogen 

Recombination Epoch (z~1100)

Ionized Plasma Neutral Gas

photon



Recombination Epoch (z~1100)

Ionized Plasma Neutral Gas

In more detail, transition occurs in three stages:

1.  Recombination
-- Temperature drops sufficiently that protons can recombine with 

electrons

-- Stage where photons are no longer closely tied to baryons

2.  Decoupling

-- Occurs at a slightly later stage than the initial recombination, 
because the # of photons exceeds # of baryons by 109

-- With so many more photons, the temperature of the background radiation can fall well 
below what would normally be necessary to ionize hydrogen.    It is because of the high 

energy tail of distribution.

Credit: Abdalla



Recombination Epoch (z~1100)

Ionized Plasma Neutral Gas

In more detail, transition occurs in three stages:

1.  Recombination
-- Temperature drops sufficiently that protons can recombine with 

electrons

-- Stage where photons are no longer closely tied to baryons
2.  Decoupling

-- Occurs at a slightly later stage than the initial recombination, 
because the # of photons exceeds # of baryons by 109

3.  Last Scattering
-- Last time a cosmic microwave photon scatters off of matter



Origin of Microwave Background

-- Cosmic Microwave Photons we 
observe are a relic of the Big Bang

-- The last time cosmic microwave 
photons interacted with matter was at 

the last scattering surface

-- We cannot observe the universe 
directly at any earlier time than the last 
scattering surface (~400,000 years after 

the Big Bang)
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THE COSMIC BACKGROUND

2.2: The Origin of the Microwave Background2.2: The Origin of the Microwave Background
The Surface of Last Scattering

 After Recombination and Decoupling the photons are no longer bound to matter and can stream freely

 Photons from the Big Bang fill the universe and we observe them  as the 2.7K microwave background.

 These photons are the  redshifted relic or ashes of the Big Bang

Last time photons interacted ! Surface of Last Scattering

This also means that we can not observe the Universe

when it was younger than ~400,000 years

Credit: Pearson



How extended is the surface of last scattering?

-- Can roughly be described by a 
normal distribution with mean z = 
1080 and standard deviation dz = 

80

Observational Cosmology Lecture 3 (K. Basu):  CMB spectrum and anisotropies

Thickness of recombination shell 

18

The visibility function is defined as the probability density that a photon 
is last scattered at redshift z:  g(z) ~ exp(-") d"/dz

Probability distribution is well described by Gaussian with mean z ~ 1100 
and standard deviation  #z ~ 80.

-- Distribution describes the 
probability that a photon from the 
cosmic microwave background was 

last scattered at a given redshift.



Thermalization of the CMB:

-- To have such a perfect blackbody shape, the rate of thermal 
and photon-scattering processes must be much faster than the 
rate of expansion of the universe.  This happens at the redshifts 

z > 2 x 106 (2 months after big bang)

-- Since the universe expands adiabatically, once a blackbody 
spectrum is set up, it is maintained.

-- This thermalization effectively removes any thermal and 
energy signatures from epochs before this point. 



What fundamentally do we 
observe?



Observational Cosmology Lecture 3 (K. Basu):  CMB spectrum and anisotropies

Planck view of the sky

4

“one scientist’s noise is another scientists’s signal”

View of the sky as seen by Planck
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THE COSMIC BACKGROUND

2.4: Background Light Components2.4: Background Light Components
Backgrounds or Foregrounds? (signals or noise?)

Challenge of looking through the Milky Way



Substantial Foreground Light

One Example is Infrared Cirrus:

-- Interstellar dust in our galaxy is heated by the interstellar radiation field.
-- Emission depends on galaxy latitute and is significant longward of 60 μm
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THE COSMIC BACKGROUND

2.4: Background Light Components2.4: Background Light Components
Infrared Cirrus

B100 Contours 

at 1 and 2 MJy/sr

• Extended whispy neutral interstellar dust in the Milky Way heated by the interstellar radiation field.

• Cirrus emission peaks at far IR wavelengths (100!m) but was detected in all 4 IRAS bands

• The galactic cirrus is a function of galactic latitude and is serious for wavelengths longer than 60!m.

! 
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Other Examples are Synchrotron (from supernovae remnants) and 
Free-free Emission (from ionized regions around hot stars)



How can we distinguish 
microwave background light 
from foreground emission?



Fortunately all of these telescopes observe 
at multiple wavelengths

Observational Cosmology Lecture 3 (K. Basu):  CMB spectrum and anisotropies

Removing the Galaxy

5



Fortunately all of these telescopes observe 
at multiple wavelengths

Observational Cosmology Lecture 3 (K. Basu):  CMB spectrum and anisotropies

Galaxy vs. CMB

6

CMB vs. foreground anisotropies (Bennett et al. 2003, WMAP 1st year)

Left: Spectrum of the CMB and foreground emissions (models). WMAP 
frequencies were chosen such CMB mostly dominates.

Right: Foreground power spectra for each WMAP band. The dashed lines 
at the right are estimated point source contributions. 

-- This foreground emission has a very different looking spectrum 
than the cosmic microwave background (each has unique multiwavelength 

signature)

-- 5 Wavelength channels for telescopes like WMAP chosen at wavelengths 
where CMB is particularly prominent (9 channels for Planck)
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CMB Foregrounds

7

CMB

Foregrounds

Observation

+            =

K band
23 GHz

Ka band
33 GHz

Q band
41 GHz

V band
61 GHz

W band
94 GHz

Credit: L. Colombo

Using unique multiwavelength signatures of the CMB and the 
foregrounds, find the right linear combination to match the 

multi-wavelength observations 



Now that we’ve explained the 
observational procedure, let’s 
look at the cosmic microwave 

radiation a little closer



Examining the CMB at different contrast levels:

Observational Cosmology Lecture 3 (K. Basu):  CMB spectrum and anisotropies

Amplitude of temp. anisotropies

19

CMB is primarily a uniform glow across 
the sky!

Turning up the contrast, dipole pattern 
becomes prominent at a level of 10-3. 
This is from the motion of the Sun 
relative to the CMB.

Enhancing the contrast further (at the 
level of 10-5, and after subtracting the 
dipole, temperature anisotropies 
appear.

To first approximation, the cosmic 
microwave background is isotropic



Examining the CMB at different contrast levels:
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Amplitude of temp. anisotropies

19

CMB is primarily a uniform glow across 
the sky!

Turning up the contrast, dipole pattern 
becomes prominent at a level of 10-3. 
This is from the motion of the Sun 
relative to the CMB.

Enhancing the contrast further (at the 
level of 10-5, and after subtracting the 
dipole, temperature anisotropies 
appear.
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At the ~10-3 level, one finds a 
dipole -- that arises from the 

motion of the earth relative to the 
CMB frame



Examining the CMB at different contrast levels:
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Amplitude of temp. anisotropies

19

CMB is primarily a uniform glow across 
the sky!

Turning up the contrast, dipole pattern 
becomes prominent at a level of 10-3. 
This is from the motion of the Sun 
relative to the CMB.

Enhancing the contrast further (at the 
level of 10-5, and after subtracting the 
dipole, temperature anisotropies 
appear.

To first approximation, the cosmic 
microwave background is isotropic

At the ~10-3 level, one finds a 
dipole -- that arises from the 

motion of the earth relative to the 
CMB frame

At the ~10-5 level (and subtracting 
the dipole), one observes 
anisotropies in the CMB.
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The CMB dipole

20

I’(!’)=(1+(v/c) cos ")3 I(!)
!’=(1+(v/c) cos ") !

T(")=T (1+(v/c) cos ")

• Measured velocity: 390±30 km/s
• After subtracting out the rotation and revolution of the Earth, the velocity of the     
  Sun in the Galaxy and the motion of the Milky Way in the Local Group one finds:
  v = 627 ± 22 km/s
• Towards Hydra-Centaurus, l=276±3° b=30±3°

Can we measure an intrinsic CMB dipole ?

-- magnitude of the dipole is 390 ± 30 km/s

Dipole in the Cosmic Microwave Background

-- if we correct for
satellite-earth ~ 8 km s-1

earth-sun ~ 30 km s-1

sun-galaxy ~ 220 km s-1

galaxy-local group~ 220 km s-1

we find our local group moving towards Hydra at 630±20 km s-1



How do we analyze the 
cosmic microwave 

background?



How to represent or model 
anisotropies in the CMB?

-- Since the observed temperature of the CMB as a function of 
position on sky only differs by a small amount from the mean, 

represent the anisotropies as a temperature difference
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CMB temperature anisotropies

22

• The basic observable is the CMB intensity as a function of frequency 
and direction on the sky. Since the CMB spectrum is an extremely good 
black body with a fairly constant temperature across the sky, we 
generally describe this observable in terms of a temperature fluctuation

• The equivalent of the Fourier expansion on a sphere is achieved by 
expanding the temperature fluctuations in spherical harmonics

-- Represent this temperature difference as a function of 
position using an equivalent Fourier series in spherical 

coordinates -- which are spherical harmonics
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CMB temperature anisotropies

22

• The basic observable is the CMB intensity as a function of frequency 
and direction on the sky. Since the CMB spectrum is an extremely good 
black body with a fairly constant temperature across the sky, we 
generally describe this observable in terms of a temperature fluctuation

• The equivalent of the Fourier expansion on a sphere is achieved by 
expanding the temperature fluctuations in spherical harmonics
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Analogy: Fourier series

23

Sum sine waves of di!erent frequencies to approximate any function.

Each has a coe"cient, or amplitude.

Similar concept to Fourier Series

-- Most of you are probably familiar with the fact that one can use a 
fourier series to represent an arbitrary one-dimensional function
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Spherical harmonics

24

Spherical harmonics (used to 
represent the anisotropies in the CMB)
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Visualizing the multipoles

25

Closer look at all the multipoles 



Sum up to some highSum up to some high 

Made by Matthias Bartelmann

One can represent any spherical surface 
using an expansion in Legendre polynomials

Credit: Bartelmann



SumSum =1 to 8=1 to 8

Made by Matthias Bartelmann

Credit: Bartelmann



SumSum =1 to 7=1 to 7

Made by Matthias Bartelmann



SumSum =1 to 6=1 to 6

Made by Matthias Bartelmann



SumSum =1 to 5=1 to 5

Made by Matthias Bartelmann



SumSum =1 to 4=1 to 4

Made by Matthias Bartelmann



=1 plus =2 plus =3=1 plus =2 plus =3

Made by Matthias Bartelmann



Spherical harmonics:Spherical harmonics:
The spherical equivalent of sine wavesThe spherical equivalent of sine waves
=1=1

Made by Matthias Bartelmann



=1 plus =2=1 plus =2

Made by Matthias Bartelmann



=1=1

Made by Matthias Bartelmann



Power Spectrum for CMB
-- Use the spherical harmonic expansion to construct a power 

spectrum to describe anisotropies of the CMB on the sky
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CMB power spectrum

26

Use spherical harmonics in place of sine waves:

Calculate coe!cients, alm, and then the statistical 
average:

Amplitude of fluctuations on each scale ! that’s what we plot.

Power Spectrum
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CMB power spectrum

26

Use spherical harmonics in place of sine waves:

Calculate coe!cients, alm, and then the statistical 
average:

Amplitude of fluctuations on each scale ! that’s what we plot.

Expansion:
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CMB power spectrum

26

Use spherical harmonics in place of sine waves:

Calculate coe!cients, alm, and then the statistical 
average:

Amplitude of fluctuations on each scale ! that’s what we plot.

After deriving the alm coefficients from the 
data, determine the statistical average

l = 180 / θ
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Cosmic and sample variance

48

• Cosmic variance: on scale l, 
there are only ~l(l+1) independent 
modes (only one sky!)

• This leads to an inevitable error, in 
the predicted amplitudes at low l, 
even for very specific cosmological 
models

• Averaging over l  in bands of Δl !1 
makes the error scale as l-1

• If the fraction of sky covered is f, 
then the errors increase by a factor 
f-1/2 and the resulting variance is 
called sample variance (f=0.65 
for the PLANCK satellite)                                          

-- WMAP

-- Planck

-- Pre-WMAP

How do the new Planck results compare to earlier results!



What can we learn from 
CMB power spectrum?



What does the CMB power spectrum look like?
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Power spectrum

32

Acoustic
peaks

Damping
tail

Sachs-Wolfe
plateau

Here is such a spectrum:

Power

ScaleLarge Angles Small Angles
Credit: Porciano



First question: how large 
can the angle become 

before the regions become 
causally disconnected?



What does the CMB power spectrum look like?
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Power spectrum
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How do we explain the power spectrum of 
the anisotropies that are not causally 
connected, i.e., beyond the horizon?

Sachs-Wolfe Plateau

These fluctuations are thought to be quantum fluctuations that 
are blown up in an initial inflationary phase of the universe

But how do these fluctuations translate into temperature 
fluctuations?



Sachs-Wolfe Effect (1967)
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2.3: Observations of the CMB2.3: Observations of the CMB
Horizons and Fluctuations: Sachs-Wolfe Effect

Scales of *>1o outside horizon 

!fluctuations from inflation

! Gravitational effect of primordial density fluctuations

! 

"2#$ = 4%G#& '
4%G

c
2
#(

Fluctuations in density ! fluctuations in gravitational potential ! Gravitational Wells

Poisson eqn

At  surface of last scattering:

Red spots - higher temperature - potential maxima

Blue spots - lower temperature - potential minima

• Photon a local potential minima (bottom of well) has to climb out ! lose energy ! Redshift

•Photon a local potential maxima (top of well) falls in ! gain energy ! Blueshift

! 
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SACHS - WOLFE EFFECT (1967)
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Sachs-Wolfe e!ect

34

Secondary integrated Sachs-Wolfe e!ect after recombination: photon falls 
in potential well, gains energy; photon climbs out, loses energy

No net change in energy, unless the potential changes while the photon 
is inside (late ISW).

Δν/ν ~ Δ T/T ~ Φ/c2

Additional e!ect of time dilation while 
potential evolves (full GR):

For power-law index of primary density perturbations (ns=1, Harrison-
Zel’dovich spectrum), the Sachs-Wolfe e!ect produces a flat power 
spectrum: Cl

SW
 ~ 1/l(l+1) 

Photons climbs out of potential minimum, loses energy ↔ lower temperature

Photons falls out of potential maximum, gains energy ↔ higher temperature

Credit: Pearson



Sachs-Wolfe Effect (1967)
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Sachs-Wolfe e!ect
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Secondary integrated Sachs-Wolfe e!ect after recombination: photon falls 
in potential well, gains energy; photon climbs out, loses energy

No net change in energy, unless the potential changes while the photon 
is inside (late ISW).

Δν/ν ~ Δ T/T ~ Φ/c2

Additional e!ect of time dilation while 
potential evolves (full GR):

For power-law index of primary density perturbations (ns=1, Harrison-
Zel’dovich spectrum), the Sachs-Wolfe e!ect produces a flat power 
spectrum: Cl

SW
 ~ 1/l(l+1) 
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2.3: Observations of the CMB2.3: Observations of the CMB
Horizons and Fluctuations: Sachs-Wolfe Effect

Scales of *>1o outside horizon 
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Poisson eqn

At  surface of last scattering:

Red spots - higher temperature - potential maxima
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SACHS - WOLFE EFFECT (1967)

red regions -- lower temperature (potential maxima)

blue regions -- higher temperature (potential minima)

Credit: Pearson



For a Harrison-Zeldovich power spectrum P(k) ∝ k (expected from 
inflation), the CMB power spectrum is expected to be flat, i.e., Cl ∝1/l(l+1)

Sachs-Wolfe Effect (1967)
04.2.26 Chris Pearson :   Observational Cosmology 2: The Cosmic Background - ISAS -2004
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Sachs-Wolfe e!ect

34

Secondary integrated Sachs-Wolfe e!ect after recombination: photon falls 
in potential well, gains energy; photon climbs out, loses energy

No net change in energy, unless the potential changes while the photon 
is inside (late ISW).

Δν/ν ~ Δ T/T ~ Φ/c2

Additional e!ect of time dilation while 
potential evolves (full GR):

For power-law index of primary density perturbations (ns=1, Harrison-
Zel’dovich spectrum), the Sachs-Wolfe e!ect produces a flat power 
spectrum: Cl

SW
 ~ 1/l(l+1) But what distribution of potential minima and maxima do we expect?

This comes from inflation



Second Topic: Now let’s 
discuss the acoustic peaks in 
the CMB power spectrum



What about the Acoustic Peaks?
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Power spectrum

32

Acoustic
peaks

Damping
tail

Sachs-Wolfe
plateau

Power

ScaleLarge Angles Small Angles



Acoustic Oscillations:
-- Universe filled with slight dark matter overdensities on all 

scales

-- Baryons will fall onto these overdensities due to the force of gravity 
heating the fluid up

-- Large number of baryons falling onto overdensity causes an increase 
in pressure due to baryon-photon coupling -- which resists gravitational 

forces and causes it to expand (cooling the fluid down)

-- An oscillation is set up and continues until decoupling

• Baryons fall into dark matter potential wells: Photon baryon fluid heats up

• Radiation pressure from photons resists collapse, overcomes gravity, 
expands: Photon-baryon fluid cools down

• Oscillating cycles on all scales. Sound waves stop oscillating at 
recombination when photons and baryons decouple.
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Acoustic oscillations

36

Springs:
photon

pressure

Balls:
baryon
mass

Credit: Wayne Hu

-- credit: Wayne Hu



Acoustic Oscillations:
-- First peak is a compression mode
-- Second peak is a rarefaction mode
-- Third peak is a compression mode

Oscillations took place on all scales. We see temperature features from 
modes which had reached the extrema

•  Maximally compressed regions were hotter than the average
Recombination happened later, corresponding photons experience less 

red-shifting by Hubble expansion:  HOT SPOT

•  Maximally rarified regions were cooler than the average 
Recombination happened earlier, corresponding photons  experience 

more red-shifting by Hubble expansion:  COLD SPOT
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Acoustic peaks
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1st peak

harmonics

Harmonic sequence, like waves in pipes or strings:

2nd harmonic: mode compresses and rarifies by 
recombination
3rd harmonic: mode compresses, rarifies, 
compresses

! 2nd, 3rd, .. peaks

(Similar to harmonics on a musical instrument/string/pipe!)



Ian M. George                                                      PHYS 416 (2011 Spring)    Meeting 19 

[Image Credit: Hu & White 2004] 

First Peak: Illustration



Ian M. George                                                      PHYS 416 (2011 Spring)    Meeting 19 

[Image Credit: Hu & White 2004] 

Second Peak: Illustration



Acoustic Oscillations:
-- First peak is a compression mode
-- Second peak is a rarefaction mode
-- Third peak is a compression mode

(Similar to harmonics on a musical instrument/string/pipe!)

Peaks are spaced 
approximately equally 
in spherical harmonic 

number l
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Harmonic sequence

38

Modes with half the 
w a v e l e n g t h s 
osccilate twice as 
fast (ν = c/λ).

Peaks are equally 
spaced in 

1

2 3

Credit: Wayne Hu

Credit: Porciani



What can we learn from the 
properties of these acoustic 

peaks?



Let’s examine acoustic peak #1

-- For this peak, baryonic matter would be falling onto this pattern of 
overdensities for the first time

(What can we learn from the angular scale at which is observed?)
(they give us standard rods to measure geometry of universe)

Ian M. George                                                      PHYS 416 (2011 Spring)    Meeting 19 

[Image Credit: Hu & White 2004] 



Let’s examine acoustic peak #1

-- For this peak, baryonic matter would be falling onto these overdensities 
for the first time

(What can we learn from the angular scale at which is observed?)

-- Length scale spanned by peak is comoving length transversed by a 
sound wave to the point of last scattering:
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to ~120 Mpc today.

-- This length scale acts as a standard rod

(they give us standard rods to measure geometry of universe)



Let’s examine acoustic peak #1

-- For this peak, baryonic matter would be falling onto these overdensities 
for the first time

-- Key Question:  What is the angle of the peak on the sky?

(What can we learn from the angular scale at which is observed?)

AS 4022  Cosmology
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-- Can compute LS(z) and can measure θ 

-- Can solve for DA (z) and use to constrain geometry of universe



How does the angular diameter distance 
depend on the cosmological parameters?

Cosmic Microwave Background 

•! COBE probed large angular scales, the initial conditions of the early 

universe 

•! WMAP & other recent experiments probe much smaller scales and are 

able to measure “acoustic peaks” in the CMB 

•! Measuring the location and relative strength of these peaks allow for the 

measurement of cosmological parameters to high accuracy 

•! What causes these peaks? 

•! Before recombination, the universe is a plasma (electrons, protons, and 

photons).  The photons and electrons and protons are coupled due to 

Thomson scattering of photons off electrons and EM interactions. 

•! Thus the universe before recombination acts like a fluid. 

Cosmic Microwave Background 

•! The acoustic peaks we measure are due to “sound waves” in the 

plasma 

•! Potential wells (and potential hills) cause compression and rarefacation.  

Think of gravity as mass on springs, it will fall into potential wells 

(enhanced density) and away from areas of underdensity (potential hills) 

•! Radiation pressure resists the compression, it provides the spring action 

•! So we get oscillations similar to masses on springs 

•! Relative height of peaks tells us the amount of matter and baryon 

density in the universe 

•! Position of the first peak tells us about the geometry of the universe 

(curvature and Hubble Constant) 

Simplified power spectra 

Effects of geometry and distance on  
observed CMB fluctuations 

Fixed Distance 
Traversed by 

Baryons in First 
Acoustic Peak



How does the angular diameter distance 
depend on the cosmological parameters?

LMU Lecture  Observational Cosmology II   (§ 4)        SS 2010     
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Diameter Distance in Curved Space 

In a closed universe the apparant size of a distant object gets 

magnified with respect to a flat universe. Sometimes this is 

compared to gravitational lensing and one says that in a closed 

universe distant objects a magnified by gravitational lensing."

For example, in closed universe, objects subtend larger 
angle than they would in flat spacetime.
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THE COSMIC BACKGROUND

Red - warm Blue - cool

2.3: Observations of the CMB2.3: Observations of the CMB
Resolving the Different Cosmological World Models

fundemental 1st harmonic

• Relative heights and locations of these peaks 

# signatures of properties of the gas at this time

  Open Universe - photons move on faster diverging paths 

=> angular scale is smaller for a given size

 Peak moves to smaller angular scales 

(larger values of l)

*** THE UNIVERSE IS FLAT ****** THE UNIVERSE IS FLAT ***

How does the angular diameter distance 
depend on the cosmological parameters?

Here is how the peak 
would shift in an open 
universe (green) and a 

flat universe (red)



What does the position of the first 
acoustic peak teach about ΩM and ΩΛ?

M
AP

te
am

W
M

It shows us with high confidence 
that universe is likely flat



How might we expect the CMB 
anisotropies to look like on the sky for 

different geometries?

Observational Cosmology Lecture 3 (K. Basu):  CMB spectrum and anisotropies

E!ect of curvature

46

Ωk does not change the amplitude of the power spectrum, rather it shifts the 
peaks sideways. This follows from the conversion of the physical scales (on 
the LSS) to angular scales (that we observe), which depends on the geometry.

Curvature (cosmological constant, ΩΛ) also causes ISW e#ect on large scales, by altering 
the growth of structures in the path of CMB photons.



What can we learn from the 
other peaks?



What can we learn from the other peaks?

The presence of more baryons 
increases the amplitude of the 
oscillations (baryons drag the fluid 
into potential wells). 

Perturbations are then compressed 
more before radiation pressure can 
revert the motion.

This causes an alternation in the 
odd and even peak heights that 
can be used to measure the 
abundance of cosmic baryons.

Observational Cosmology Lecture 3 (K. Basu):  CMB spectrum and anisotropies

Baryon loading

43

Credit: Wayne Hu

-- The presence of more baryons increases 
the amplitude of the oscillations

-- As a result, the fluid is compressed more 
before photon pressure can resist the 

compression

-- This results in an asymmetry between 
the even and odd peaks

Learn about baryon content



What can we learn from the other peaks?

Learn about baryon content

Observational Cosmology Lecture 3 (K. Basu):  CMB spectrum and anisotropies

Which way the peaks move?

42

Credit: Wayne Hu

Note how 1st and 3rd 
peaks are enhanced!

In fact, this provides best 
constraint on baryonic content 
of universe (even better than 

big-bang nucleosysnthesis)



CHAPTER 7. THE COSMIC MICROWAVE BACKGROUND 79

Figure 7.5: Left: Constraints on cosmological parameters derived from
WMAP 3-year data alone (black contours), and combined with other
cosmological data sets (red islands). Right: Constraints on the baryon
density from primordial nucleosynthesis (vertical grey bar) and from
the CMB. The agreement is extraordinary.

How do constraints on Ωbaryon from the CMB 
compare with Big Bang Nucleosynthesis?

Constraints on 
Ωbaryon from CMB in 
perfect agreement 

with Big Bang 
Nucleosynthesis
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Which way the peaks move?

42

Credit: Wayne Hu

What can we learn from the other peaks?

Learn about dark matter content
Note how 3rd peak is 
enhanced when dark 
matter density higher!

To ensure this peak is 
prominent, necessary to have a 

relatively high dark matter 
content earlier in universe.  
Otherwise, the universe will 

have a longer radiation 
dominated phase -- inhibiting 

the growth of fluctuationsTo understand this point it is useful to 
understand the importance of the 

epoch of matter-radiation equality for 
the growth of fluctuations in the 

universe
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Acoustic
peaks

Damping
tail

Sachs-Wolfe
plateau

Power

ScaleLarge Angles Small Angles

What about the damping tail?



What about the damping tail?

-- (1) Radial Smearing:  Decoupling does not happen 
instantaneously.  This is not so important in viewing the last 
scattering surface for larger fluctuations.    But for smaller 

fluctuations, the stuctures will overlap.

LMU Lecture  Observational Cosmology II   (§ 4)        SS 2010     
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Projection Effects at the Last Scattering 
Surfcae 

When the fluctuation 

become smaller than 

the width of the last 

scattering surface, 

projection effects 

dilute the signal by: "

!!decrease of the 

peak amplitudes (at 

scales < few arcmin)"

At even smaller 

scales Silk 

Damping !!"

Neutral hydrogen

Ionized Plasma

With smaller structures, projection 
effects will play a significant role in 

diluting signal

Note finite width 
of last scattering 
surface z = 1130 

to 1010

Redshift



How extended is the surface of last scattering?

-- Can roughly be described by a 
normal distribution with mean z = 
1080 and standard deviation dz = 

80

Observational Cosmology Lecture 3 (K. Basu):  CMB spectrum and anisotropies

Thickness of recombination shell 

18

The visibility function is defined as the probability density that a photon 
is last scattered at redshift z:  g(z) ~ exp(-") d"/dz

Probability distribution is well described by Gaussian with mean z ~ 1100 
and standard deviation  #z ~ 80.

-- Distribution describes the 
probability that a photon from the 
cosmic microwave background was 

last scattered at a given redshift.



What about the damping tail?

-- (2) Photon Diffusion / Silk Damping: 2nd cause of the 
Damping tail results from photons in overdensities diffusing out of 
the overdensities via a random walk.   This will wash out the over 
densities in the baryonic material since the baryons are coupled 

to the photons before recombination.
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the thickness of the surface of last scattering can be obtained

�r ⇠
c

H(zdec)
�z . (9.48)

Assuming matter domination gives

�r ⇠
c

H0

�z

⌦1/2
m,0(1 + zdec)3/2

⇠ 19.5Mpc
✓
�z

90

◆
. (9.49)

The corresponding angular size can be found from equation 9.10

�✓ ⇡ 0.40°
 

�r

102Mpc

!
⇠ 0.078° ⇠ 4.70 . (9.50)

Hence, fluctuations in the CMB are damped on angular scales . 50. This corresponds
to multipole numbers l ⇠ 180°

�✓
⇠ 2.3⇥ 103.

Note that although the observed CMB power spectrum is damped, this radial averag-
ing does not wipe out actual density fluctuations, it is merely a projection e↵ect.

9.5 Radiation drag / Photon di↵usion / Silk damping

Before recombination photons do not free stream, they perform a random walk with
step size equal to their mean free path. This di↵usion process wipes out baryonic
(but not dark matter) fluctuations because photons drag baryons along. The comoving
length scale below which this process is e↵ective is called the Silk length, �S.
For a random walk, the mean square displacement after N scatterings is

hdl2i =Nl
2
mfp , (9.51)

where the proper mean free path is given by

lmfp =
1

ne�T
, (9.52)

with ne the free electron density and �T = 6.65⇥ 10�25cm2 the Thomson cross section
for e� scattering.

Because the number of scatterings in a time interval dt is N = cdt
lmfp

, the mean square
displacement is given by

hdl2i =
cdt
lmfp

l
2
mfp = clmfpdt . (9.53)

Rewriting this in terms of comoving coordinates gives

hdr2i =
hdl2i
a2

=
clmfpdt

a2
. (9.54)

The total mean square displacement is just the sum of the mean square displacements
in intervals dt up to the time of decoupling,

�
2
S =

Z
tdec

0
clmfp

dt
a2

. (9.55)

Equation for Random Walk
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9.5 Radiation drag / Photon di↵usion / Silk damping

Before recombination photons do not free stream, they perform a random walk with
step size equal to their mean free path. This di↵usion process wipes out baryonic
(but not dark matter) fluctuations because photons drag baryons along. The comoving
length scale below which this process is e↵ective is called the Silk length, �S.
For a random walk, the mean square displacement after N scatterings is

hdl2i =Nl
2
mfp , (9.51)

where the proper mean free path is given by

lmfp =
1

ne�T
, (9.52)

with ne the free electron density and �T = 6.65⇥ 10�25cm2 the Thomson cross section
for e� scattering.

Because the number of scatterings in a time interval dt is N = cdt
lmfp

, the mean square
displacement is given by

hdl2i =
cdt
lmfp
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mfp = clmfpdt . (9.53)

Rewriting this in terms of comoving coordinates gives
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The total mean square displacement is just the sum of the mean square displacements
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Mean Free Path of Photons
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For a random walk, the mean square displacement after N scatterings is
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, the mean square
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Number of Scatterings
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Length Scale of Photon Diffusion

scale factor for universe



• Photon di!usion (Silk damping) suppresses fluctuations in the baryon-
photon plasma

• Recombination does not happen instantaneously and photons execute a 
random walk during it. Perturbations with wavelengths which are shorter 
than the photon mean free path are damped (the hot and cold parts mix 
up)  

   When we measure the temperature in a given direction in the sky, we are averaging 
photons that last scattered near the front and near the back of the last scattering 
surface. This projection e!ect washes out fluctuations on scales smaller than the 
thickness of the last scattering surface (l≈1000, ≈0.1°).

Observational Cosmology Lecture 3 (K. Basu):  CMB spectrum and anisotropies

Damping and di!usion

40

Power falls off

-- (1) Radial Smearing: Decoupling does not happen 
instantaneously, and so light from many smaller structures will 

overlap -- diluting the overall signal

What about the damping tail?

-- (2) Photon Diffusion / Silk Damping: 2nd cause of the 
Damping tail results from photons in overdensities diffusing out of 
the overdensities via a random walk.   This will wash out the over 
densities in the baryonic material since the baryons are coupled 

to the photons before recombination.



In addition to the temperature 
perturbations created by density 

fluctuations in the early universe (early 
Sachs Wolfe Effect), there is also the 

Integrated Sachs-Wolfe Effect
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Power spectrum
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Acoustic
peaks

Damping
tail

Sachs-Wolfe
plateau

There are several other features in the CMB 
power spectrum to discuss



Late Integrated Sachs Wolfe Effect

t1

Integrated Sachs Wolfe
effect

t3

t2

ISW is the gravitational redshift that photons coming from CMB undergo when they
fall in a deep potential and come out.
This change in potential can be created when the Universe is not matter dominated.

When CMB photons travel 
from the last scattering 

surface to us, they 
occasionally cross deep 

collapsed regions

When they traverse these 
regions, the photons gain 
energy when the fall into 

the potential and lose 
energy climbing out.

If the depth of the potential did 
not change as a function of cosmic 

time, you would expect the 
energy lost to be the same as the 

energy gained.

However, this is not the case -- if 
there is the universe has a 

substantial amount of dark energy



Late Integrated Sachs Wolfe Effect

However, one can take 
advantage of the fact that one 

knows where the deep 
potential wells on the sky are 

from galaxy surveys.

By looking at spots in the 
CMB which traverse through 

overdensities (galaxy 
clusters), one expects to find 

hotter photons in general. 

By looking at spots in the 
CMB which traverse 
through voids in the 

universe (underdensities), 
one expects the photons to 

be colder in general. 

One can use this approach 
to constrain the amount of 
dark energy in the universe!



Late Integrated Sachs Wolfe Effect

This is a difficult effect to 
observe in the general CMB

power spectrum, since it 
results in a slight tilt at large 

scale (small l numbers) 
where spectrum is noisy 
due to cosmic variance

How to detect ISW?

Temperature fluctuations created by ISW are difficult to see in power

spectrum

Wayne Hu

Alternative:

Cross correlating CMB temperature with potential traced by LSS

(Crittenden & Turok 1996)

Results in slight tilt to Cl 
vs. l relationship

What is the effect of this on 
the power spectrum?



There is also an early integrated 
Sachs Wolfe effect

This occurs due to the fact that the depth of potential 
wells is affected by radiation escapes from the 

potentials due to recombination

t1

Integrated Sachs Wolfe
effect

t3

t2

ISW is the gravitational redshift that photons coming from CMB undergo when they
fall in a deep potential and come out.
This change in potential can be created when the Universe is not matter dominated.

Before recombination, 
potential wells  are will include 
a contribution from radiation 

and be deeper

After recombination, 
potentials will lose this 

contribution from radiation 
and be shallower



Graphic by Wayne Hu, http://background.uchicago.edu/~whu/beginners/introduction.html

Illustration of the many effects impacting the CMB 
power spectrum

It’s possible to break-
down the power 

spectrum in a 
detailed manner

Doppler effect due to the 
expected motions of material 

in between modes at 
recombination epoch

Also an early ISW 
effect due to the effect 
of photons climbing out 

of overdensities 
immediately after 

recombination

Won’t be tested 
on this figure



One important limitation 
comes from cosmic variance

One thing that is important to remember is that actual density 
fluctuations in the real universe we see in the CMB are just one 
realization of a Gaussian-random process and may be different  
than the average perturbation size given an infinite number of 

universes

How well we can measure the fluctuation strength on a given 
physical (angular) scale, therefore, depends on how many 

fluctuation modes on this physical (angular) scale are available on 
the sky...

We can only see so many in the visible universe.
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How many fluctuation modes are 
available on a given scale?

It depends on the l number...
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CMB power spectrum
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Use spherical harmonics in place of sine waves:

Calculate coe!cients, alm, and then the statistical 
average:

Amplitude of fluctuations on each scale ! that’s what we plot.

Expansion:

Each of the components alm are gaussian random variables.

2l+1

from the 
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Use spherical harmonics in place of sine waves:

Calculate coe!cients, alm, and then the statistical 
average:

Amplitude of fluctuations on each scale ! that’s what we plot.

and are used to determine 
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How many fluctuation modes are 
available on a given scale?

It depends on the l number...
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Use spherical harmonics in place of sine waves:

Calculate coe!cients, alm, and then the statistical 
average:

Amplitude of fluctuations on each scale ! that’s what we plot.

Expansion:

2l+1

from the 

Clearly, we would expect the Cl to show less variance at smaller scales 

where more realizations (and l numbers) exist



Concept of Cosmic Variance
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• Cosmic variance: on scale l, 
there are only ~l(l+1) independent 
modes (only one sky!)

• This leads to an inevitable error, in 
the predicted amplitudes at low l, 
even for very specific cosmological 
models

• Averaging over l  in bands of Δl !1 
makes the error scale as l-1

• If the fraction of sky covered is f, 
then the errors increase by a factor 
f-1/2 and the resulting variance is 
called sample variance (f=0.65 
for the PLANCK satellite)                                          

Note how 
uncertainty 
blows up at 

small 
multipoles l

As a result, the intrinsic uncertainty on the CMB TT power 
spectrum became very large at low multipoles l



Polarisation Information in 
the Cosmic Microwave

Background



Polarization of Light



How polarized is the cosmic 
microwave background 

overall?

most of the CMB light shows no net polarization

however there is a ~10% net polarization



Why are photons from the 
CMB polarized?

They are polarized from Thomson scattering 
(valid in the limit that photon is much less than

mass energy in the particle)

photons polarized 
perpendicular to incidence 

direction



How can this result in a polarized signal from 
the microwave background?

because of the relationship between the 
temperature structure of the CMB and 

polarization one gets from Thomson scattering



How can this result in a polarized signal from 
the microwave background?

No net polarization for an isotropic (or dipole) radiation field from 
the CMB.   Only if the temperature structure has a quadrapole.

hotter
radiation

colder
radiation

photons from hotter region will be observed with one polarization
and those from colder region will be observed with another



How can this result in a polarized signal from 
the microwave background?

No net polarization for an isotropic (or dipole) radiation field from 
the CMB.   Only if the radiation field has a quadrapole.

hotter
radiation

colder
radiation

Hans Böhringer LMU Lecture Observational Cosmology II (§ 5)        SS 2010     14

Polarization Originates in Quadrupole Moments 
of the Photon Distribution

The regions of largest intensity (T) dominate the polarization direction. The
polarization is strongest when the photon flux is highest between the peaks, 
this is not at the moment of the highets peak amplitude, but in between the
maxima: the E-polarization maxima are out of phase with the T-maxima.

hotter
radiation

Same diagram but in plane of last scattering surface



So as a result of this process, one finds a net 
polarization to the CMB radiation as a whole.
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Re-scattering of the CMB 
photons during and after 
reionization added to the 
polarized power on large 
angular scales 

(scale comparable to the 
horizon, H-1, at the epoch of 
scattering)

One can map out a polarization field for the 
entire CMB sky

e.g. with WMAP



One tends to break down the polarization 
map into two modes (Helmholtz-Hodge theorem)

v = E + B

E = ∇φ ∇⋅B = 0
∇ × E = 0



One tends to break down the polarization 
map into two modes (Helmholtz-Hodge theorem)

E-modes

B-modes

E-modes are curl free and 
can be written as the 
gradient of a potential 

B-modes have no 
divergence. 

The terms E and B modes simply reflect the general 
form of the polarization fields and are in analogy with 
similar fields in electromagnetism.  However, they have 

no direct relation with electric or magnetic fields

• We can break down the polarization 
field into two components which 
we call E and B modes. This is the 
spin-2 analog of the gradient/curl 
decomposition of a vector field.

• E modes are generated by density 
(scalar) perturbations via Thomson 
scattering.

• B modes are generated by gravity 
waves (tensor perturbations) at last 
scattering or by gravitational 
lensing (which transforms E modes 
into B modes along the line of sight 
to us) later on. 
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E and B modes
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E-mode

B-mode

Two flavors of CMB polarization:

Density perturbations: curl-free, “E-mode”
Gravity waves: curl, “B-mode”

cold spotshot spots

∇⋅B = 0

∇ × E = 0



What is physical origin of E and B modes?

E-modes have their origin in normal density perturbations such as 
make up the early universe

B-modes are only expected to arise from gravity waves in early 
universe (inflation) and from gravitational lensing (beween us and 

the last scattering surface)

i.e., why look at them separately?



Also have a temperature component to the 
CMB light which is entirely unpolarized, this is 

called the T mode (distinct from E and B 
modes)



Why look at the polarized light separately?

teaches us new things.. 
tests our assumptions...

What about these three components to 
temperature structures T, E, and B? 

How does this relate to what we did before?



So, far what I have shown you the TT angular 
power spectrum...
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Power spectrum
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Acoustic
peaks

Damping
tail

Sachs-Wolfe
plateau



So, in addition to maps of the temperature T 
of the cosmic microwave background (all 
polarizations), we can look at maps of the 

temperature with an E-mode type 
polarization and B-mode type polarization



By cross-correlating the difference in 
temperature of the light from these different 
components T, E, and B, you can look at four 

different power spectra TT, TE, EE, BB...

However, since T and E modes have one type 
of symmetry and B modes have another, TB 

and EB always equal zero.

Might imagine there could also TB and EB type power 
spectra...



But we can also look the TE, EE, and BB 
angular power spectra

Note that the EE, TE, and BB power spectra are not nearly 
as prominent as the TT power spectrum.  This is because 

only 10% of the light from the CMB  is polarized!



What new information do the TE, EE, and BB 
spectra provide?

Allows us to answer question how long did hydrogen in 
the universe in a neutral state, i.e., from 400,000 yrs after 

Big Bang to 1 Gyr

Age of 
Universe

Billions of Years (Gyr)

NowNormal 
Galaxies

1     2   3   13.7

First 
Galaxies

0.4       0.7

First 
Stars

 0.2 

Recombination

0.0003 10-14

Synthesis 
of Elements

B
IG

 B
A

N
G

ionized ionizedneutral

state of hydrogen



What new information do the TE, EE, and BB 
spectra provide?

The microwave background helps us answer this 
question -- since photons from the microwave 

background scatter off of ionized elecrons in the 
universe

    Re-scattering of CMB photons damps 
anisotropy power as e-2τ, with τ the 
optical depth to Thomson scattering

    New perturbations are generated on 
small scales due to the bulk motion of 
electrons in over-dense regions 
(Ostriker-Vishniac e"ect)
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ΔT from reionization

16

Obviously, the longer the 
hydrogen remains in an ionized 
state, the more photons from 
the CMB we would expect to 

be scattered.

Credit: Porciano



What new information do the TE, EE, and BB 
spectra provide?

Ian M. George                                                      PHYS 416 (2011 Spring)    Meeting 19 

log-linear view log-log view 

T         = 2.725 K 
h         = 0.70 
"

B
h2    = 0.0226 

"
DM

h2  = 0.114 
"
#
h2     = 0.0 (& number 3) 

n
s
        = 0.96 

z
ri
        = 11.0 (& width 0.5) 

$
ri
        = 0.07, 0.09, 0.11  

Y
He

      = 0.24 

$
ri
   

$
ri
   

Information about 
reionization is present in the 
TT power spectrum, but it is 

degenerate with the 
underlying normalisation of 

the power spectrum.

Expected TT power 
spectrum for 

different optical 
depths in ionized 

electrons

“optical depth”

ΔT (“TT” power 
spectrum)

Difficult to know to distinguish 
between scenarios where 

universe had less structure at 
early times and where the 

apparent structure washed out 
by Thomson scattering.



What new information do the TE, EE, and BB 
spectra provide?

Since photons from the CMB are expected to have a certain 
polarization symmetry relative to the temperature structure of 
the CMB and this polarization would be mixed up if they are 

scattered by intervening matter, we can learn about the 
intervening ionized hydrogen

    Re-scattering of CMB photons damps 
anisotropy power as e-2τ, with τ the 
optical depth to Thomson scattering

    New perturbations are generated on 
small scales due to the bulk motion of 
electrons in over-dense regions 
(Ostriker-Vishniac e"ect)
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ΔT from reionization

16

Measurements show that ~10% 
of CMB photons are so 

scattered

Credit: Porciano
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TE and TB Power Spectrum from WMAP 7yr

Larson et al. 2010

What new information do the TE, EE, and BB 
spectra provide?

By looking at the polarization data, we can attempt to 
answer this question -- since the polarization of photons 

unscattered by ions in the intervening space will have 
different properties than those that are scattered.

Deeper WMAP Data



What new information do the TE, EE, and BB 
spectra provide?

By looking at the polarization data, we can attempt to 
answer this question -- since the polarization of photons 

unscattered by ions in the intervening space will have 
different properties than those that are scattered.Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
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What new information do the TE, EE, and BB 
spectra provide?

By looking at the polarization data, we can attempt to 
answer this question -- since the polarization of photons 

unscattered by ions in the intervening space will have 
different properties than those that are scattered.
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What new information do the TE, EE, and BB 
spectra provide?

Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
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and HFI 353 GHz maps as polarized synchrotron and dust tem-
plates, respectively. These cleaned maps form the polarization
part (“lowP’ ) of the low multipole Planck pixel-based likeli-
hood, as described in Planck Collaboration XI (2015). The tem-
perature part of this likelihood is provided by the Commander
component separation algorithm. The Planck low multipole like-
lihood retains 46 % of the sky in polarization and is completely
independent of the WMAP polarization likelihood. In combina-
tion with the Planck high multipole TT likelihood, the Planck
low multipole likelihood gives ⌧ = 0.078 ± 0.019. This con-
straint is somewhat higher than the constraint ⌧ = 0.067 ± 0.022
derived from the Planck low multipole likelihood alone (see
Planck Collaboration XI 2015, and also Sect. 5.1.2).

Following the 2013 analysis, we have used the 2015 HFI
353 GHz polarization maps as a dust template, together with the
WMAP K-band data as a template for polarized synchrotron
emission, to clean the low-resolution WMAP Ka, Q, and V
maps (see Planck Collaboration XI 2015, for further details). For
the purpose of cosmological parameter estimation, this dataset
is masked using the WMAP P06 mask that retains 73 % of
the sky. The noise-weighted combination of the Planck 353-
cleaned WMAP polarization maps yields ⌧ = 0.071 ± 0.013
when combined with the Planck TT information in the range
2  ` <⇠ 2508, consistent with the value of ⌧ obtained from
the LFI 70 GHz polarization maps. In fact, null tests described
in Planck Collaboration XI (2015) demonstrate that the LFI and
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and HFI 353 GHz maps as polarized synchrotron and dust tem-
plates, respectively. These cleaned maps form the polarization
part (“lowP’ ) of the low multipole Planck pixel-based likeli-
hood, as described in Planck Collaboration XI (2015). The tem-
perature part of this likelihood is provided by the Commander
component separation algorithm. The Planck low multipole like-
lihood retains 46 % of the sky in polarization and is completely
independent of the WMAP polarization likelihood. In combina-
tion with the Planck high multipole TT likelihood, the Planck
low multipole likelihood gives ⌧ = 0.078 ± 0.019. This con-
straint is somewhat higher than the constraint ⌧ = 0.067 ± 0.022
derived from the Planck low multipole likelihood alone (see
Planck Collaboration XI 2015, and also Sect. 5.1.2).

Following the 2013 analysis, we have used the 2015 HFI
353 GHz polarization maps as a dust template, together with the
WMAP K-band data as a template for polarized synchrotron
emission, to clean the low-resolution WMAP Ka, Q, and V
maps (see Planck Collaboration XI 2015, for further details). For
the purpose of cosmological parameter estimation, this dataset
is masked using the WMAP P06 mask that retains 73 % of
the sky. The noise-weighted combination of the Planck 353-
cleaned WMAP polarization maps yields ⌧ = 0.071 ± 0.013
when combined with the Planck TT information in the range
2  ` <⇠ 2508, consistent with the value of ⌧ obtained from
the LFI 70 GHz polarization maps. In fact, null tests described
in Planck Collaboration XI (2015) demonstrate that the LFI and
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and HFI 353 GHz maps as polarized synchrotron and dust tem-
plates, respectively. These cleaned maps form the polarization
part (“lowP’ ) of the low multipole Planck pixel-based likeli-
hood, as described in Planck Collaboration XI (2015). The tem-
perature part of this likelihood is provided by the Commander
component separation algorithm. The Planck low multipole like-
lihood retains 46 % of the sky in polarization and is completely
independent of the WMAP polarization likelihood. In combina-
tion with the Planck high multipole TT likelihood, the Planck
low multipole likelihood gives ⌧ = 0.078 ± 0.019. This con-
straint is somewhat higher than the constraint ⌧ = 0.067 ± 0.022
derived from the Planck low multipole likelihood alone (see
Planck Collaboration XI 2015, and also Sect. 5.1.2).

Following the 2013 analysis, we have used the 2015 HFI
353 GHz polarization maps as a dust template, together with the
WMAP K-band data as a template for polarized synchrotron
emission, to clean the low-resolution WMAP Ka, Q, and V
maps (see Planck Collaboration XI 2015, for further details). For
the purpose of cosmological parameter estimation, this dataset
is masked using the WMAP P06 mask that retains 73 % of
the sky. The noise-weighted combination of the Planck 353-
cleaned WMAP polarization maps yields ⌧ = 0.071 ± 0.013
when combined with the Planck TT information in the range
2  ` <⇠ 2508, consistent with the value of ⌧ obtained from
the LFI 70 GHz polarization maps. In fact, null tests described
in Planck Collaboration XI (2015) demonstrate that the LFI and
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Slope of primordial 
Power Spectrum

Thomson Optical depth 
for CMB photons
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Properties of interferometers that make them 
ideally suited for CMB observation:

• Automatic subtraction of the mean signal

• Intrinsically stable (no skynoise)

• Beamshape is easy to obtain (and is not 
as important as in single dish observations)

• Direct measurement of visibilities (which 
are very nearly the Fourier transform of sky 
brightness distribution)

• Precision radiometry and polarimetry

• Repeated baselines allow variety of 
instrumental checks

First detection of polarization in CMB
• The DASI experiment at the South Pole 

was the first to detect E-mode CMB 
polarization

• It was followed by WMAP’s measurement 
of CTE(l) for l<500

 
• Both the BOOMERANG and the CBI 

experiments have reported 
measurements of CTT, CTE , CEE and a 
non-detection of B modes

• E-mode has also been measured by 
CAPMAP and Maxipol

• B-mode polarization has not been 
detected yet (current noise level is 50 K 
at the arcmin scale, future ground-
based experiment will go down to 5 K)
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Detection of polarization
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DASI collaboration, 2002

-- DASI South Pole experiment 
(interferometer) first to detect E 

mode polarization (2002)

-- This was followed by WMAP 
reporting a measure of the CTE 
power spectrum at low angular 

scales

-- Measurements of the E-mode 
polarization also made with 

CARMAP, MAXIPOL, and QUAD
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Interferometers
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DASI in South Pole                             CBI in Atacama desert

Coherent receivers: Can be configured 
so that the output is the correlation of 
two input signals.
HEMT (High Electron Mobility 
Transistor) allow coherent amplification 
with low noise and high gain.

interferometer: collect 
coherent signals over certain 

angular scale on sky

DASI 2002

Credit: Basu



It is interesting that we can actually test 
whether our understanding of the 

polarization of CMB is correct

Around cold or hot spots, we expect a 
certain structure to the polarization signal



From theory

Ian M. George                                                      PHYS 416 (2011 Spring)    Meeting 19 

[Image Credit: WMAP] 

… standard model predicts a specific 
linked pattern of temperature and 
polarization around hot and cold spots in 
the map.  

..with 7-year results, WMAP has 
produced a visual demonstration that the 
polarization pattern around hot and cold 
spots follows the pattern expected in 
the standard model. 
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[Image Credit: WMAP] 

… standard model predicts a specific 
linked pattern of temperature and 
polarization around hot and cold spots in 
the map.  

..with 7-year results, WMAP has 
produced a visual demonstration that the 
polarization pattern around hot and cold 
spots follows the pattern expected in 
the standard model. 

As observed by WMAP
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[Image Credit: WMAP] 

… standard model predicts a specific 
linked pattern of temperature and 
polarization around hot and cold spots in 
the map.  

..with 7-year results, WMAP has 
produced a visual demonstration that the 
polarization pattern around hot and cold 
spots follows the pattern expected in 
the standard model. 
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[Image Credit: WMAP] 

… standard model predicts a specific 
linked pattern of temperature and 
polarization around hot and cold spots in 
the map.  

..with 7-year results, WMAP has 
produced a visual demonstration that the 
polarization pattern around hot and cold 
spots follows the pattern expected in 
the standard model. 

Can test this by looking at the polarization signal 
around hot or cold spots in the observations.



One tends to break down the polarization 
map into two modes

E-modes

B-modes

E-modes are curl free and 
can be written as the 
gradient of a potential 

B-modes are curl free and 
can be written as the 
gradient of a potential 

The terms E and B modes simply reflect the general 
form of the polarization fields and are in analogy with 
similar fields in electromagnetism.  However, they have 

no direct relation with electric or magnetic fields

• We can break down the polarization 
field into two components which 
we call E and B modes. This is the 
spin-2 analog of the gradient/curl 
decomposition of a vector field.

• E modes are generated by density 
(scalar) perturbations via Thomson 
scattering.

• B modes are generated by gravity 
waves (tensor perturbations) at last 
scattering or by gravitational 
lensing (which transforms E modes 
into B modes along the line of sight 
to us) later on. 
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E and B modes
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E-mode

B-mode

Two flavors of CMB polarization:

Density perturbations: curl-free, “E-mode”
Gravity waves: curl, “B-mode”

cold spotshot spots



No power in BB power spectrum detected as 
of 2013 -- goal of Planck!

WMAP
QUAD

Was expected to the smoking gun test of inflation -- since the signal 
is expected to originate from gravity waves (from inflation) -- signal 

on smaller scales comes from gravitational lensing



Significant BB signal detected by BICEP II!
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FIG. 14. BICEP2 BB auto spectra and 95% upper limits
from several previous experiments [2, 40, 42, 43, 47, 49–51,
106]. The curves show the theory expectations for r = 0.2
and lensed-⇤CDM. The BICEP2 uncertainties include sample
variance on an r = 0.2 contribution.

on the tensor-to-scalar ratio and find r = 0.20+0.07
�0.05 with

r = 0 ruled out at a significance of 7.0�, with no fore-
ground subtraction. Multiple lines of evidence suggest
that the contribution of foregrounds (which will lower
the favored value of r) is subdominant: (i) direct pro-
jection of the available foreground models using typical
model assumptions, (ii) lack of strong cross-correlation of
those models against the observed sky pattern (Fig. 6),
(iii) the frequency spectral index of the signal as con-
strained using BICEP1 data at 100 GHz (Fig. 8), and
(iv) the power spectral form of the signal and its appar-
ent spatial isotropy (Figs. 3 and 10).

Subtracting the various dust models at their default
parameter values and re-deriving the r constraint still
results in high significance of detection. As discussed
above, one possibility that cannot be ruled out is a larger
than anticipated contribution from polarized dust. Given
the present evidence disfavoring this, these high values
of r are in apparent tension with previous indirect limits
based on temperature measurements and we have dis-
cussed some possible resolutions including modifications
of the initial scalar perturbation spectrum such as run-
ning. However, we emphasize that we do not claim to
know what the resolution is, if one is in fact necessary.

Figure 14 shows the BICEP2 results compared to pre-
vious upper limits. We have pushed into a new regime of
sensitivity, and the high-confidence detection of B-mode
polarization at degree angular scales brings us to an ex-
citing juncture. If the origin is in tensors, as favored by
the evidence presented above, it heralds a new era of B-
mode cosmology. However, if these B modes represent
evidence of a high-dust foreground, it reveals the scale of
the challenges that lie ahead.
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Note added

Since we submitted this paper new information on
polarized dust emission has become available from the
Planck experiment in a series of papers [107–110]. While
these confirm that the modal polarization fraction of dust
is ⇠ 4%, there is a long tail to fractions as high as 20%
(see Fig. 7 of [107]). There is also a trend to higher po-
larization fractions in regions of lower total dust emission
[see Fig. 18 of [107] noting that the BICEP2 field has a
column density of ⇠ (1�2)⇥1020 H cm�2]. We note that
these papers restrict their analysis to regions of the sky
where “systematic uncertainties are small, and where the
dust signal dominates total emission,” and that this ex-
cludes 21% of the sky that includes the BICEP2 region.
Thus while these papers do not o↵er definitive informa-
tion on the level of dust contamination in our field, they
do suggest that it may well be higher than any of the
models considered in Sec. IX.
In addition there has been extensive discussion of

our preprint in the cosmology community. Two
preprints [111, 112] look at polarized synchrotron emis-

BICEP2 results show a positive detection of BB modes.   Attempted fit 
to gravity waves from inflation...  Lensing contributes at small scales



But current BB signal from BICEP II appears consistent 
with arising from dust in our own galaxy..
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FIG. 12. Upper: BB spectrum of the BICEP2/Keck maps be-
fore and after subtraction of the dust contribution, estimated
from the cross-spectrum with Planck 353GHz. The error bars
are the standard deviations of simulations, which, in the lat-
ter case, have been scaled and combined in the same way. The
inner error bars are from lensed-⇤CDM+noise simulations as
in the previous plots, while the outer error bars are from
the lensed-⇤CDM+noise+dust simulations. The red curve
shows the lensed-⇤CDM expectation. Lower: constraint on r
derived from the cleaned spectrum compared to the fiducial
analysis shown in Fig. 6.

analysis with the full multi-spectra likelihood. It is clear
from the widths of the likelihood curves that compressing
the spectra to form the cleaned di↵erence results in very
little loss of information on r. The di↵erence in peak
values arises from the di↵erent data treatments and is
consistent with the scatter seen across simulations. Fi-
nally, we note that one could also form a combination
(BK⇥BK�2↵BK⇥P+↵2P⇥P)/(1�↵)2 in which dust
does not enter at all for ↵ = ↵fid. However, the variance
of this combination of spectra is large due to the Planck
noise levels, and likelihoods built from this combination
are considerably less constraining.

V. POSSIBLE CAUSES OF DECORRELATION

Any systematic error that suppresses the BK150⇥P353
cross-frequency spectrum with respect to the
BK150⇥BK150 and P353⇥P353 single-frequency
spectra would cause a systematic upward bias on the r
constraint. Here we investigate a couple of possibilities.

A. Spatially varying dust frequency spectrum

If the frequency dependence of polarized dust emission
varied from place to place on the sky, it would cause the
150GHz and 353GHz dust sky patterns to decorrelate
and suppress the BK150⇥P353 cross-frequency spectrum
relative to the single-frequency spectra. The assump-
tion made so far in this paper is that such decorrela-
tion is negligible. In fact PIP-XXX implicitly tests for
such variation in their Figure 6, where the Planck single-
and cross-frequency spectra are compared to the modi-
fied blackbody model (with the cross-frequency spectra
plotted at the geometric mean of their respective frequen-
cies). This plot is for an average over a large region of low
foreground sky (24%); however, note that if there were
spatial variation of the spectral behavior anywhere in this
region it would cause suppression of the cross-frequency
spectra with respect to the single-frequency spectra.
PIP-XXX also tests explicitly for evidence of decorre-

lation of the dust pattern across frequencies. Their fig-
ure E.1 shows the results for large and small sky patches.
The signal-to-noise ratio is low in clean regions, but no
evidence of decorrelation is found.
As a further check, we artificially suppress the ampli-

tude of the BK150⇥P353 spectra in the Gaussian dust-
only simulations (see Sec. IVA) by a conservative 10%
(PIP-XXX sets a 7% upper limit). We find that the
maximum likelihood value for r shifts up by an average
of 0.018, while Ad shifts down by an average of 0.43µK2,
with the size of the shift proportional to the magnitude of
the dust power in each given realization. This behavior
is readily understandable—since the BK150⇥BK150 and
BK150⇥P353 spectra dominate the statistical weight, a
decrease of the latter is interpreted as a reduction in dust
power, which is compensated by an increase in r. The
bias on r will be linearly related to the assumed decorre-
lation factor.

B. Calibration, analysis etc.

Figure 3 shows that the EE spectrum BK150⇥BK150
is extremely similar to that for BK150⇥P143. We
can compare such spectra to set limits on possible
decorrelation between the BICEP2/Keck and Planck
maps arising from any instrumental or analysis re-
lated e↵ect, including di↵erential pointing, polarization
angle mis-characterization, etc. Taking the ratio of
BK150⇥P143 to the geometric mean of BK150⇥BK150

consistent with the signal 
from gravitational lensing

before subtraction of dust 
signal

Credit: BICEP/Keck Collaboration



Current constraints on BB allow us to set constraints 
on r, the ratio of power tensor-to-scale modes.
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3. Inflation and the spectral index, ns
Inflation occurs if the universe is filled with a scalar field φ, which has non-vanishing scalar 
potential V(φ). The homogeneous field φ then satisfies the equation

For a relatively flat potential (dV/dφ small), the acceleration term can be neglected. The Friedmann 
equation in this case is H2 = 8π/3G V(φ). So if φ varies slowly, then V(φ) and thus H also varies 
slowly, and the parameters of inflation are almost time independent (slow-roll inflation).

Yet, the parameters are not exactly time-independent at inflation, so the predicted value of the 
spectral tilt (ns - 1) is small but non-zero. It can be positive or negative, depending on the scalar 
potential V(φ). In particular, it is negative for the simplest power-law potentials like

For the case of slow-roll inflation,

Tensor-to-scalar ratio

=> r = 0.1-0.3

Ruled out at 95% confidence

For simplest 
inflation models, 

there is a 
relationship

between the tilt 
of the primordial 
power spectrum
And the tensor-
to-scalar ratio r.

r = 8(1-ns)



Both WMAP + Planck have provided us with
an immense amount of information on the

cosmological parameters
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WMAP cosmology after 7 years
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Constraints on the cosmological parameters from WMAP 
observations (7-year)
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WMAP launched June 2001
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Note the same dual receivers as COBE. 
This design, added with the very stable 
conditions at the L2, minimizes the 
“1/f noise” in amplifiers and receivers.

Thus after 7 years, the data can still be 
added and noise lowered (of course, 
the improvement will be marginal).

Credit: NASA



Constraints on the cosmological parameters from Planck 
observations (final results)
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2010-2014: The Planck satellite
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Credit: ESA

Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters

Table 2. Parameter 68 % intervals for the base-⇤CDM model from Planck CMB power spectra, in combination with CMB lensing
reconstruction and BAO. The top group of six rows are the base parameters, which are sampled in the MCMC analysis with flat
priors. The middle group lists derived parameters. The bottom three rows show the temperature foreground amplitudes f TT

`=2000 for
the corresponding frequency spectra (expressed as the contribution to DTT

`=2000 in units of (µK)2). In all cases the helium mass fraction
used is predicted by BBN (posterior mean YP ⇡ 0.2454, with theoretical uncertainties in the BBN predictions dominating over the
Planck error on ⌦bh2). The reionization redshift mid-point zre and optical depth ⌧ here assumes a simple tanh model (as discussed
in the text) for the reionization of hydrogen and simultaneous first reionization of helium. Our baseline results are based on Planck
TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing (as also given in Table 1).

TT+lowE TE+lowE EE+lowE TT,TE,EE+lowE TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing+BAO
Parameter 68% limits 68% limits 68% limits 68% limits 68% limits 68% limits

⌦bh2 . . . . . . . . . . 0.02212 ± 0.00022 0.02249 ± 0.00025 0.0240 ± 0.0012 0.02236 ± 0.00015 0.02237 ± 0.00015 0.02242 ± 0.00014

⌦ch2 . . . . . . . . . . 0.1206 ± 0.0021 0.1177 ± 0.0020 0.1158 ± 0.0046 0.1202 ± 0.0014 0.1200 ± 0.0012 0.11933 ± 0.00091

100✓MC . . . . . . . . 1.04077 ± 0.00047 1.04139 ± 0.00049 1.03999 ± 0.00089 1.04090 ± 0.00031 1.04092 ± 0.00031 1.04101 ± 0.00029

⌧ . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0522 ± 0.0080 0.0496 ± 0.0085 0.0527 ± 0.0090 0.0544+0.0070
�0.0081 0.0544 ± 0.0073 0.0561 ± 0.0071

ln(1010As) . . . . . . . 3.040 ± 0.016 3.018+0.020
�0.018 3.052 ± 0.022 3.045 ± 0.016 3.044 ± 0.014 3.047 ± 0.014

ns . . . . . . . . . . . 0.9626 ± 0.0057 0.967 ± 0.011 0.980 ± 0.015 0.9649 ± 0.0044 0.9649 ± 0.0042 0.9665 ± 0.0038

H0 [km s�1 Mpc�1] . . 66.88 ± 0.92 68.44 ± 0.91 69.9 ± 2.7 67.27 ± 0.60 67.36 ± 0.54 67.66 ± 0.42

⌦⇤ . . . . . . . . . . . 0.679 ± 0.013 0.699 ± 0.012 0.711+0.033
�0.026 0.6834 ± 0.0084 0.6847 ± 0.0073 0.6889 ± 0.0056

⌦m . . . . . . . . . . . 0.321 ± 0.013 0.301 ± 0.012 0.289+0.026
�0.033 0.3166 ± 0.0084 0.3153 ± 0.0073 0.3111 ± 0.0056

⌦mh2 . . . . . . . . . 0.1434 ± 0.0020 0.1408 ± 0.0019 0.1404+0.0034
�0.0039 0.1432 ± 0.0013 0.1430 ± 0.0011 0.14240 ± 0.00087

⌦mh3 . . . . . . . . . 0.09589 ± 0.00046 0.09635 ± 0.00051 0.0981+0.0016
�0.0018 0.09633 ± 0.00029 0.09633 ± 0.00030 0.09635 ± 0.00030

�8 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.8118 ± 0.0089 0.793 ± 0.011 0.796 ± 0.018 0.8120 ± 0.0073 0.8111 ± 0.0060 0.8102 ± 0.0060

S 8 ⌘ �8(⌦m/0.3)0.5 . 0.840 ± 0.024 0.794 ± 0.024 0.781+0.052
�0.060 0.834 ± 0.016 0.832 ± 0.013 0.825 ± 0.011

�8⌦
0.25
m . . . . . . . . 0.611 ± 0.012 0.587 ± 0.012 0.583 ± 0.027 0.6090 ± 0.0081 0.6078 ± 0.0064 0.6051 ± 0.0058

zre . . . . . . . . . . . 7.50 ± 0.82 7.11+0.91
�0.75 7.10+0.87

�0.73 7.68 ± 0.79 7.67 ± 0.73 7.82 ± 0.71

109As . . . . . . . . . 2.092 ± 0.034 2.045 ± 0.041 2.116 ± 0.047 2.101+0.031
�0.034 2.100 ± 0.030 2.105 ± 0.030

109Ase�2⌧ . . . . . . . 1.884 ± 0.014 1.851 ± 0.018 1.904 ± 0.024 1.884 ± 0.012 1.883 ± 0.011 1.881 ± 0.010

Age [Gyr] . . . . . . . 13.830 ± 0.037 13.761 ± 0.038 13.64+0.16
�0.14 13.800 ± 0.024 13.797 ± 0.023 13.787 ± 0.020

z⇤ . . . . . . . . . . . 1090.30 ± 0.41 1089.57 ± 0.42 1087.8+1.6
�1.7 1089.95 ± 0.27 1089.92 ± 0.25 1089.80 ± 0.21

r⇤ [Mpc] . . . . . . . . 144.46 ± 0.48 144.95 ± 0.48 144.29 ± 0.64 144.39 ± 0.30 144.43 ± 0.26 144.57 ± 0.22

100✓⇤ . . . . . . . . . 1.04097 ± 0.00046 1.04156 ± 0.00049 1.04001 ± 0.00086 1.04109 ± 0.00030 1.04110 ± 0.00031 1.04119 ± 0.00029

zdrag . . . . . . . . . . 1059.39 ± 0.46 1060.03 ± 0.54 1063.2 ± 2.4 1059.93 ± 0.30 1059.94 ± 0.30 1060.01 ± 0.29

rdrag [Mpc] . . . . . . 147.21 ± 0.48 147.59 ± 0.49 146.46 ± 0.70 147.05 ± 0.30 147.09 ± 0.26 147.21 ± 0.23

kD [Mpc�1] . . . . . . 0.14054 ± 0.00052 0.14043 ± 0.00057 0.1426 ± 0.0012 0.14090 ± 0.00032 0.14087 ± 0.00030 0.14078 ± 0.00028

zeq . . . . . . . . . . . 3411 ± 48 3349 ± 46 3340+81
�92 3407 ± 31 3402 ± 26 3387 ± 21

keq [Mpc�1] . . . . . . 0.01041 ± 0.00014 0.01022 ± 0.00014 0.01019+0.00025
�0.00028 0.010398 ± 0.000094 0.010384 ± 0.000081 0.010339 ± 0.000063

100✓s,eq . . . . . . . . 0.4483 ± 0.0046 0.4547 ± 0.0045 0.4562 ± 0.0092 0.4490 ± 0.0030 0.4494 ± 0.0026 0.4509 ± 0.0020

f 143
2000 . . . . . . . . . . 31.2 ± 3.0 29.5 ± 2.7 29.6 ± 2.8 29.4 ± 2.7

f 143⇥217
2000 . . . . . . . . 33.6 ± 2.0 32.2 ± 1.9 32.3 ± 1.9 32.1 ± 1.9

f 217
2000 . . . . . . . . . . 108.2 ± 1.9 107.0 ± 1.8 107.1 ± 1.8 106.9 ± 1.8

3.2. Hubble constant and dark-energy density

The degeneracy between ⌦m and H0 is not exact, but the con-
straint on these parameters individually is substantially less pre-
cise than Eq. (12), giving

H0 = (67.27 ± 0.60) km s�1Mpc�1,

⌦m = 0.3166 ± 0.0084,

)
68 %, TT,TE,EE
+lowE. (13)

It is important to emphasize that the values given in Eq. (13) as-
sume the base-⇤CDM cosmology with minimal neutrino mass.

These estimates are highly model dependent and this needs to
be borne in mind when comparing with other measurements, for
example the direct measurements of H0 discussed in Sect. 5.4.
The values in Eq. (13) are in very good agreement with the inde-
pendent constraints of Eq. (6) from Planck CMB lensing+BAO.
Including CMB lensing sharpens the determination of H0 to a
0.8 % constraint:

H0 = (67.36 ± 0.54) km s�1Mpc�1 (68 %, TT,TE,EE
+lowE+lensing). (14)
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